Yahrzeits

OBSERVED THIS WEEK

HaMakom Yenachem our condolences go to:
Judith Ullman, Yehudit Moch, Sam Moch; Seth and Bonnie Ullman, Alex and Stacey, for the death of Judith and Seth’s mother, Shaindy Ullman, z”l
Barry Blumenfeld, April Cantor, Sidney and Ezra, for the death of Barry’s father, Jack Blumenfeld, z”l
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Betty Kover, mother of Elihu Kover
David Kuttner, father of Neil Kuttner
Ester Rothman, mother-in-law of Kalinka Moudrova-Rothman
Giselle Kaufman, grandmother of Dahlia Kaufman
Lena Silver, great aunt of Steve Elworth
Leo Stopnitsky, father of Barbara Auslander
Ludwig Fleischmann, father of David Fleischmann
Milton Wax, father of Ronnie Wax
Myra Segal, stepmother of Pete Segal
Sandra Hopard, sister of Stanley Hopard
Sue Desheh, friend of Elizabeth Schnur and Peter Holmes

ZIKHRONAM LIV’RAKHA
MAY THEIR MEMORIES BE A BLESSING